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OVERVIEW ● DH development in Singapore 

● Challenges faced in Singapore 

● How do SG academics and librarians cope with 

the challenges? 

● Some thoughts on developing and sustaining 

DH programs 

 

 



The state of DH in 
Singapore 

Wide range of projects, by many different kinds of 

researchers 

“Narrow view” of DH as “tools and archives” 

(Golumbia 2013), rather than engagement with DH as 

a critical space 

Discipline-specific (geography, archeology, literature) 

rather than the field of DH 

Label used strategically and retroactively 



But… do we actually need to think of DH 
as a field? 



Advantages of DH 
as a field 

● Shared concerns 

● Fruitful epistemological and technical dialogues 

● Great community and space 

● Advocacy for how we conduct research, 

evaluation and teaching 

● Larger contribution to society on how digital 

tools are changing the world 

● Reusable tools, transferable experiences 

● Better infrastructure leads to better research  



A “proto-organization” 
digitalhumanities.sg 



DH Initiators in 
Singapore 

Libraries & memory institutions 

Individual researchers (via specific questions or 

funding) 

Many projects have migrated to Singapore but others 

are home-grown. 

 

 

 

 

 

Very few incubators, DH-labelled research positions 

and events (but this is changing) 

 



Institutional projects 



National Library 
Board 
 
OneSearch 
http://search.nlb.gov.sg/  

http://search.nlb.gov.sg/


NLB projects 

Music SG Tamil Digital Heritage Collection 

http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/music/  http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/printheritage/bro

wse/Tamil_Digital_Heritage_Collection.aspx  

http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/music/
http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/printheritage/browse/Tamil_Digital_Heritage_Collection.aspx
http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/printheritage/browse/Tamil_Digital_Heritage_Collection.aspx


NUS Digital 
Scholarship 

National University of Singapore 

● Lab 

● Portal (http://libds.nus.edu.sg) 

http://libds.nus.edu.sg/home/projects


NTU Nanyang Technological University 

Digital Humanities Research Cluster 



SMU  

Singapore Management University 

Living Analytics Research Center (LARC) 

Computational Social Science 



SUTD 

Singapore University of 

Technology and Design 

Only university (so far) to 

offer a minor in DH 



Migrated to Singapore 



Engineering 
Historical Memory 
 
Andrea Nanetti 

“Visualize high volumes of data 

through maps, timelines, tag clouds, 

and/or interconnected graphs on 

different scales.” 



Drugs Across Asia 
 
Michael Stanley-
Barker 



Darwin Online 
 
John van Wyhe 
 
 
World’s largest resource on 
Darwin 



Homegrown projects 



ASIA 

Asian Shakespeare Intercultural 
Archive 
http://a-s-i-a-web.org/  

http://a-s-i-a-web.org/
http://a-s-i-a-web.org/
http://a-s-i-a-web.org/
http://a-s-i-a-web.org/
http://a-s-i-a-web.org/
http://a-s-i-a-web.org/
http://a-s-i-a-web.org/
http://a-s-i-a-web.org/
http://a-s-i-a-web.org/


Singapore 
Historical GIS 

http://shgis.nus.edu.sg/  

http://shgis.nus.edu.sg/


Southeast Asia in 
the Ming Shi Lu (明
實錄) 

40,000 pages of unpunctuated 
Classical Chinese 



CWA 

Contemporary Wayang Archive 
(http://cwa-web.org) 
 
‘Shadow-puppetry’, one of the most 
important theatre traditions of 
Southeast Asia 

http://cwa-web.org
http://cwa-web.org
http://cwa-web.org


Biomechanical Analysis of Javanese Dance 

https://villaorlado.github.io/dance/html/  

https://villaorlado.github.io/dance/html/


Digital 
Wayang 
Encyclopedia 

https://villaorl
ado.github.io/
wayangnetwo
rks/html/  

https://villaorlado.github.io/wayangnetworks/html/
https://villaorlado.github.io/wayangnetworks/html/
https://villaorlado.github.io/wayangnetworks/html/
https://villaorlado.github.io/wayangnetworks/html/


Perform 
Contemporary 
Tradition 

Digital portal on Japanese theatre 



Other heritage 
projects 

Hindustani music 

Digital Intangible Heritage of Asia 

Languages of Southeast Asia (AILCA 2.0 – The 

Archive of Indigenous Languages and Cultures of 

Asia) 



Literature projects  

Singapore Literature in English 

Digital analysis of epigraph quotations 

 



DH in Singapore and the region 



Place in the region 
The intellectual and cultural histories 

of Singapore are closely intertwined 

with other places in Asia 

 



Events digitalhumanities.sg  events around metadata, tools 

and copyright 

Pacific Neighborhood Consortium 2019 in Singapore 

SUTD DH seminar in 2019 

http://www.digitalhumanities.sg


Challenges and future 
directions 



Challenges Funding  

● Funding cycles 

● Types of things being funded 

Interdisciplinary discussion 

Participation in global DH forums and publications 

New stages of institutional support 

 



The history of DH so 
far has been organic 

WIll the next stage be driven by institutions? 
 



Opportunities Tech savvy student population 

Multilingual, multicultural communities 

Lots of energy 

Strong connections to East and Southeast Asia 



Questions for the future... 



How to increase 
cooperation? 

More international and regional participation 

Institutional cooperation and funding 

 

DH2021 Tokyo: Responding to Asian Diversity 

 

 



What kind of DH do we want? 

Digital interactive 

scholarship, freely 

accessible through 

internet portals. 

This requires a good sustainability plan. 

Quantitative analysis of 

culture, communicated 

mostly through 

conventional print 

publications, with datasets 

for download. 

The infrastructure for this is already in place 



Sustainability Long term storage (institutions can play a major role 

here). 

● How to make sure data is available 1,000 years 

into the future? (The Long Now Foundation, 

http://longnow.org) 

Minimal computing? (http://go-dh.github.io/mincomp)  

● Should we explore minimal solutions even when 

funding and infrastructure are available? 

Training 

Community-building 

 

http://longnow.org
http://go-dh.github.io/mincomp/
http://go-dh.github.io/mincomp/
http://go-dh.github.io/mincomp/
http://go-dh.github.io/mincomp/


Recommendations Seed projects and databases 

Good data sharing 

Sustainability policies 

Community as infrastructure 

Encourage librarians and researchers to work 

together: old divisions of labor don’t make sense in 

the DH 



Thank you @miguelJogja 
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